The Bethe-Salpeter equation for bound states of a fermion-antifermion pair in the instantaneous approximation for the involved interaction kernel is converted into an equivalent matrix eigenvalue problem with explicitly (algebraically) given matrices.
The Instantaneous Bethe-Salpeter Equation (IBSE)
For a system of massless fermion and antifermion forming bound states with the "pion-like" spin, parity, and charge conjugation quantum numbers J P C = 0 −+ , the (homogeneous) Bethe-Salpeter equation, in free-propagator approximation and instantaneous approximation for the involved interaction kernel, reads for a time-component Lorentz vector interaction (i.e., the Dirac structure
In this set of coupled equations for the two relevant radial Salpeter amplitudes Ψ 1 and Ψ 2 in momentum space, with the bound-state masses M as eigenvalues, the interaction potential V (r), usually formulated in configuration space, enters in form of its standard Fourier-Bessel transforms V L (k, k ′ ), L = 0, 1. We adopt a linear potential V (r) = λ r (λ > 0) as a simple model for quark confinement. i (p), resp.-the solution of the IBSE (1) reduces to the diagonalization of the matrix
Allowing these basis functions to depend on a variational parameter µ > 0 gives us more freedom in the search for solutions of the IBSE. All integrations in M ij are evaluated by (truncated) expansions, with the (µ-independent) coefficients
The explicit algebraic expressions of all these matrices may be found in Ref. 3 . In this way, the IBSE (1) is converted to an eigenvalue problem for the matrix
tj .
Analytical Results (for Both Massless and Massive Constituents)
For a matrix size less than or equal to 4, the diagonalization of the matrix M ij may be even performed analytically. In the one-dimensional case, we find, after minimizing w.r.t. the variational parameter µ, for the lowest bound-state mass 
ij .
For 15×15 matrices and N = 49, these relations are fulfilled with relative errors less than 3 %. For comparison, some integrals in (2) may be evaluated exactly. 
